Snowboard Challenge Record of Reading Behaviors
Introduction: I’m through the chute and turning right. I turn, turn, turn, making for
the drop. As I speed down the ledge, I have only split seconds to get it right. Follow
the excitement and speed of Sam Deavoll competing in the World Heli Challenge.

Stage 5

Read the title to the student.
Name:				

Date:
Analysis of
errors and
self-corrections

Count
Page

Text

Information used
E

The World Heli Challenge
I’m into extreme sports. Extreme sports are especially
difficult and dangerous. My favorite extreme sport is
snowboarding. When I was twelve years old, Dad and I went
2

heli-boarding. It was a total rush to ride on fresh, deep
powder snow. I was hooked! The World Heli Challenge is
when the world’s best big mountain snowboarders compete,
and I wanted to enter. There are no guides and no limits,
just three days of fun and challenge. I trained for five years
so that I would be good enough to compete.
Freestyle Day
The first day of the challenge is freestyle day, when
100 words

competitors build jumps with snow shovels.
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The teacher reads the rest of the book to the student.
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Record of reading behavior analysis sheet
Snowboard Challenge
Name:		

Date:

Information sources used
Errors – What did the student use?
Meaning
Structure
Visual cues
Self-corrections –
What did the student use?
Meaning
Structure
Visual cues

Fluency
Reads smoothly at an appropriate rate
Uses appropriate phrasing
Reads expressively
Attends to punctuation

Comprehension
After the student has finished reading, have them
talk about the book. If appropriate, prompt them
by using the questions below.
What makes a sport an extreme sport?

Accuracy chart

Answer: Extreme sports are especially difficult and dangerous.

Errors

%
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97
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9
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90

11 +

89 or less

What is the World Heli Challenge?
Answer: It’s when the world’s best big mountain boarders compete.

What happens that makes the author say “it’s like riding
through surf”?
Answer: The snow he disturbed above him came down like a waterfall.

What might be an example of what the judges are
looking for in style and thrills?
Instructional

Answer: Answers will vary.

What other kinds of sports might be called
extreme sports?
Answer: Answers will vary.
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